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Abstract

We study the Zipf plots describing the occurrence of different elements in a given group as a
function of their rank. We define a "distance" between two Zipf plots characterizing the differences
between the two groups. We apply the distance concept on groups of words contained in books.
Our results suggest that the distance between books written by the same author is smaller than
the distance between books written by different authors.

Very recently, there has been considerable interest in the study of Zipf plots in various
topics ranging from analyzing linguistic texts to studying of D N A base pair sequences
[ 1-3]. The Zipf analysis considers the occurrence frequency, f , of each d e m e n t in a
given group [4]. The elements could be, for example, different words contained in a
given book or different sets of consecutive symbols contained in a given sequence. All
elements in the group are arranged in decreasing rank order, i.e. in decreasing order
of occurrence. In the Zipf plot, the occurrence frequency, f , is plotted vs. the rank, R.
Zipf has found that for languages the following approximate scaling behavior exists,
f ~ R -c, with ~" ~' 1.
Here, we define a "distance" between two Zipf plots characterizing two groups of
elements. This distance is a quantitative measure of the rank differences of the same
elements appearing in both groups. For simplicity let us define the distance between two
books. First, one counts the occurrence of each word in each book (denoted as book
1 and book 2). In each book we assign a rank R = 1 to the most frequent word and a
rank R = 2 to the second most frequent word and so on. If two different words have the
same occurrence they obtain the same rank 1 . By this, we obtain a Zipf plot for each
book, f l (R) for book 1, and f2(R) for book 2. The Zipf plots for both books look
usually similar, however, the same words may have different rank in both books. Let
t An alternative definition is to give the two words two consecutive ranks, where the order is chosen randomly.
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Rl(,~) be the rank of word ,~ in book 1 and R2(,~) be the rank of the same word in
book 2. We define the distance rl2(h) between the ranks of ,~ in the two books as
rl2(A) ~ [(RI(A) --

R2(A))2] 1/2

(I)

The distance between the two books is defined as the mean square root distance between
the ranks of all common words,

r12=

-~Z(RI(A)-R2(,A))2

=

Z

r22(A)

•

(2)

Here, N is the total number of common words, {.~}, that appear in both books, within
a maximum rank, Rmax, which is a chosen parameter.
We calculate, using Eq. (2), the distance between each pair of books from a set of
9 books written by three different authors, 3 books by each author [5] 2. We find that
the distances between books written by the same author are usually smaller than the
distances between books written by different authors. We calculate the mean distance
between books written by different authors (27 cases) and between books written by
the same author (9 cases). The mean distance is found to be (r) = 16.1 + 1.3 between
books written by the same author and (r) = 21.8 4-2.8 between books of different author.
This result suggests that each author has his own hierarchy of words - i.e. typical rank
for words, which he uses in his books. This measure might be useful to test how close
(in the rank) are different books or even different languages. In particular, it might
be tempting to use the distance concept to help to identify authors of books which
authorship are questionable.
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